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We present an approach that includes temperature-dependent shell effects and fluctuations of the
pairing field in the thermal shape fluctuation model (TSFM). We apply this approach to study the
width of giant dipole resonance (GDR) in 97Tc, 120Sn and 208Pb. Our results demonstrate that the
TSFM that includes pairing fluctuations can explain the recently observed quenching in the GDR
width. We also show that to validate pairing prescriptions and the parameters involved, we require
more and precise data.
PACS numbers: 24.30.Cz, 21.60.-n, 24.60.-k
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of nuclear properties at high temperature,
spin and isospin has gained much of interest in recent
times. Thanks to the recent developments in experi-
mental facilities, these highly-excited nuclei are becoming
more accessible and provide theorists with a challenging
task. Apart from these extremes, there are still some un-
explored regimes of hot nuclei. The properties of nuclei
at very low temperatures and the phase transitions as-
sociated with that belong to such area where conclusive
experimental results are scarce. At such low tempera-
tures, the shell (quantal) and pairing effects are quite
active though being modified by thermal effects. Among
the famous and open questions in this regime are the ex-
istence of pairing phase transition, the order of it if it
exists, the role of fluctuations, etc. In hot nuclei, ther-
mal fluctuations are expected to be large since the nu-
cleus is a tiny finite system. Thermal shape fluctuations
and fluctuations in the pairing field are the dominating
fluctuations and they have been so far studied separately
within different models [1–6]. Both of these fluctuations
are expected to be present at low temperatures. How-
ever, the interplay between them has not been investi-
gated so far. The present work addresses this subject
and we study the influence of this interplay on the ex-
perimental observables, namely the width of giant dipole
resonance (GDR).
GDR is a fundamental mode of excitation of nuclei
caused by the out of phase oscillations between the pro-
ton and neutron fluids under the influence of the electro-
magnetic field induced by the emitted/absorbed photon.
In general, the resonance parameters of any resonating
object are related to the geometry of the object. In this
way, the GDR width and its cross-section could yield di-
rect information about the shape of the nucleus. This is
∗Electronic address: rhinekumar@gmail.com
only a macroscopic description of GDR and there are mi-
croscopic approaches, which couple the GDR to particle-
hole, particle-particle and hole-hole excitations [7–9]. For
hot nuclei, which are not accessible by the discrete γ-ray
spectroscopy and other conventional techniques, the mea-
surement of GDR is considered to be a major probe to
obtain the details of nuclear structure. The importance
of measuring the GDR width at low temperatures was in-
sisted by one among the authors [10] and the first results
were reported in Ref. [11], where it was found that the
GDR width in 120Sn at T = 1 MeV is nearly the same as
that in the ground state. This data point was successfully
explained only after treating properly the pairing correla-
tions with the phonon damping model (PDM) [4, 12, 13].
Similarly, it was found in Ref. [14] that the GDR width
in 179Au extracted at T = 0.7 MeV is almost the same as
its ground state value. However, it was misattributed to
the shell effects as in the case of 208Pb. This was clarified
later [15] where the proper inclusion of shell effect was
found to act in the opposite direction to raise the width
and the pairing fluctuations were speculated to explain
this anomaly. Preliminary results in this regard were
reported in Refs. [16–18] where the importance of con-
sidering pairing in the thermal shape fluctuation model
has been emphasized. The recent low temperature GDR
measurements done at Variable Energy Cyclotron Cen-
tre, Kolkata [19–21] highlight the interesting features of
the GDR width in heavy nuclei observed at low temper-
atures.
The thermal shape fluctuation model (TSFM) [2, 22–
24], which is often used by experimentalists, describes the
increase of the GDR width with temperature by averag-
ing the GDR cross section over all the quadrupole shapes.
However this model is known to largely overestimate the
GDR width in open-shell nuclei at low temperatures. The
success of a proper treatment of pairing within the PDM
[4, 12, 13, 25, 26] suggests the necessity of including pair-
ing correlations to cure this shortcoming of the TSFM.
The PDM is a microscopic model, whose mechanism is
different from that of the TSFM. The pairing has never
2been taken into account within the TSFM so far because
of the (incorrect) assumption that the pairing gap disap-
pears at T ∼ 1 MeV. Given the popularity of the TSFM
the inclusion of pairing in the TSFM is quite important.
This is done for the first time in the present work.
Apart from the TSFM, two phenomenological param-
eterizations have been reported [20, 23] which are very
successful in approximating global behaviour of the GDR
widths. In recent literature [20, 21, 25, 27] these pa-
rameterizations referred to as, phenomenological TSFM
(pTSFM) [23] and its modification to take into account
the quenching of width at low T has been referred to as a
critical temperature included fluctuation model (CTFM)
[20]. It has to be noted that these empirical formulae
constructed to mimic the results of TSFM should not
be confused with the TSFM itself. The pTSFM and
CTFM are merely a phenomenological parameterizations
based on empirical data, which has neither microscopic
nor macroscopic foundation.
It is interesting to note, although both the PDM and
CTFM give results consistent with the measurements
of the GDR width in 97Tc [25], these two models are
quite different from the TSFM. It is indeed mentioned in
Ref. [25] that it would be interesting to compare the data
with TSFM by including the effect of thermal pairing.
Here we employ the thermal fluctuation model built on
Nilsson-Strutinsky calculations with a macroscopic ap-
proach to GDR and examine the inclusion of the fluc-
tuations in the pairing field. In Refs. [28, 29] the same
Hamiltonian was used to generate the free energy as well
as the GDR observables in a consistent way, which led to
a slow thermal damping of GDR width when compared to
the experimental results. The formalism adopted in the
present work is well tested to reproduced several GDR
observations at higher temperatures [2, 15, 30]. This for-
malism is extended to include thermal pairing and our
results are discussed in the forthcoming sections.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The present theoretical approach is explained below in
threefold within the models for A) deformation energy
calculations, B) relating the shapes to GDR observables
and C) considering the fluctuations due to thermal effects
in finite systems.
A. Deformation energy calculations
Here we follow the finite temperature Nilsson-
Strutinsky method [2]. The total free energy (FTOT) at
a fixed deformation is calculated using the expression
FTOT = ELDM +
∑
p,n
δF . (1)
The liquid-drop energy (ELDM) is calculated by sum-
ming up the Coulomb and surface energies corresponding
to a triaxially deformed shape defined by the deforma-
tion parameters β and γ. The shell correction (δF ) is
obtained with exact temperature dependence [2] using
the single-particle energies given by the triaxial Nilsson
model. While considering the pairing fluctuations, the
nucleus is assumed to behave as a grand canonical ensem-
ble (GCE), which allows fluctuations in particle number
[31]. The corresponding free energy is determined as
F = 〈H0〉 − λN − TS , (2)
where H0 is the nuclear hamiltonian which is indepen-
dent of temperature, λ is the chemical potential, N is
the particle number, T is the temperature and S is the
entropy. The above expression can be expanded to
F =
∑
i
(ei − λ−Ei)− 2T
∑
i
ln[1 + exp(−Ei/T )] + ∆
2
G
(3)
where ei are the single-particle energies obtained by diag-
onalizing H0 with a harmonic oscillator basis comprising
the first 12 major shells, Ei =
√
(ei − λ)2 +∆2 are the
quasiparticle energies, ∆ is the pairing gap obtained by
solving the temperature dependent BCS equations [32]
by assuming a constant pairing strength given by [33]
Gp,n = [19.2 ± 7.4(N − Z)]/A2. The smoothed free en-
ergy, in the Strutinsky way, can be written as
F˜ = 2
∑
i
(ei − λ)n˜i − 2T
∑
i
s˜i
+2γs
∫ ∞
−∞
f˜(x)x
∑
i
ni(x)dx − ∆
2
G
(4)
with the third term included to give better plateau con-
ditions [2]. Here f˜(x) is the averaging function given by
f˜(x) =
1√
pi
exp(−x2)
p∑
m=0
CmHm(x) ; (5)
Cm = (−1)m/2/(2m(m/2)!) if m is even and Cm = 0 if
m is odd; x = (e − eωi )/γs, γs is the smearing param-
eter satisfying the plateau condition dF˜ /dγs = 0; p is
the order of smearing and Hm(x) are the Hermite poly-
nomials. The averaged occupation numbers and single-
particle entropies are given by n˜i =
∫∞
−∞
f˜(x) ni(x) dx
and s˜i =
∫∞
−∞
f˜(x) si(x) dx, respectively. The quasi-
particle occupation numbers at finite temperature T is
given by nTi = [1 + exp(Ei/T )]
−1
, so that the total en-
tropy can be written as
S = 2
∑
i
si
= −2
∑
i
[
nTi lnn
T
i + (1 − nTi ) ln(1− nTi )
]
. (6)
For calculations without pairing (∆ = 0), we consider
the canonical ensemble (CE) for which the expression for
free energy reduces to those given in Ref. [2].
3B. Nuclear shapes and GDR observables
The nuclear shapes are related to the GDR observables
using a model [2, 34, 35] comprising an anisotropic har-
monic oscillator potential with separable dipole-dipole in-
teraction. In this formalism the GDR Hamiltonian can
be written as
H = Hosc + η D
†D + χ P †P , (7)
where Hosc stands for the anisotropic harmonic oscillator
hamiltonian, the parameter η characterizes the isovec-
tor component of the neutron and proton average fields
and χ denotes the strength of the pairing interaction.
The pairing interaction changes the oscillator frequen-
cies [ωoscν (ν = x, y, z)], resulting in the new set of fre-
quencies ων = ω
osc
ν − χωP , where ωP =
(
Z∆P+N∆N
Z+N
)2
with χ having the units of MeV−1. Alternatively, the role
of pairing is to renormalize the dipole-dipole interaction
strength such that, η = η0 − χ0
√
TωP , with χ0 having
the units of MeV−5/2.
Including the dipole-dipole and pairing interactions,
the GDR frequencies in the laboratory frame are ob-
tained as
ω˜z = (1 + η)
1/2ωz , (8)
ω˜2,3 =
{
(1 + η)
ω2y + ω
2
x
2
±1
2
{
(1 + η)2(ω2y − ω2x)2
}1/2}1/2
. (9)
With the pairing field, the GDR Hamiltonian has to be
redefined, which will affect the oscillator frequencies. The
GDR cross section is constructed as a sum of Lorentzians
given by
σ(Eγ) =
∑
i
σmi
1 +
(
E2γ − E2mi
)2
/E2γΓ
2
i
(10)
where Em, σm and Γ are the resonance energy, peak
cross-section and full width at half maximum, respec-
tively. Here i represents the number of components of
the GDR and is determined from the shape of the nucleus
[34–36]. Γi is assumed to depend on the centroid energy
through the relation [37] Γi ≈ 0.026E1.9i . The peak cross
section σm is given by [2]
σm = 60
2
pi
NZ
A
1
Γ
(1 + α) . (11)
The parameter α, which takes care of the sum rule is
fixed at 0.3 for all the nuclei. In most of the cases we
normalize the peak with the experimental data and hence
the choice of α has a negligible effect on the results. The
other parameters η0 (or η) and χ0 (or χ) vary with nuclei
so that the experimental width of the GDR built on the
ground state is reproduced. The choice for 120Sn is η0 =
2.6, χ0 = 3.5 MeV
−5/2 and for 97Tc it is η0 = 2.6, χ0 =
1.7 MeV−5/2.
C. Fluctuations
When the nucleus is observed at finite temperature,
the effective GDR cross-sections carry information on the
relative time scales for shape rearrangements [1], which
lead to shape fluctuations. The general expression for
the expectation value of an observable O incorporating
such thermal shape fluctuations is given by [22]
〈O〉β,γ =
∫ D[α] exp[−F (T ;β, γ)/T ]O∫ D[α] exp[−F (T ;β, γ)/T ] (12)
with D[α] = β4| sin 3γ| dβ dγ. With the inclusion of pair-
ing fluctuations, we have
〈O〉β,γ,∆P ,∆N =
∫ D[α] exp[−F (T ;β, γ,∆P ,∆N )/T ]O∫ D[α] exp[−F (T ;β, γ,∆P ,∆N )/T ]
(13)
with D[α] = β4| sin 3γ| dβ dγ ∆P ∆N d∆P d∆N . We per-
form the TSF calculations exactly by numerically com-
puting the integrations in Eq. (13) with the free energy
and the observables calculated at every mesh point (de-
formations and pairing gaps), utilizing the microscopic-
macroscopic approach outlined in Sec. II A.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We categorize our different approaches into the follow-
ing cases:
1. LDM - The free energies correspond to that of the
liquid drop model and hence no pairing is included.
2. Without pairing (CE) - The free energies are
calculated assuming a CE and the pairing correla-
tions are neglected.
3. BCS (GCE) - The free energies are calculated as-
suming a GCE and the pairing has been taken care
of within the simple BCS approach.
4. PF (GCE) - The free energies are calculated as-
suming a GCE and along with the pairing and its
fluctuations are also has been taken care of (13).
The first three cases are with TSF only (12).
It is convenient to consider the following important
factors which can affect the GDR width (Γ) in our cal-
culations:
A. The shell effects through the modification of free
energy surfaces.
B. The pairing effects:
i. modification of free energy surfaces.
ii. damping of the GDR through the term
χP †P (7).
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Plots (a) and (b) represent the pair-
ing gaps as a function of temperature for 120Sn with β = 0
calculated from the simple BCS approach and with the pair-
ing fluctuations (without shape fluctuations). Full results for
both protons and neutrons are also shown: (c) average pair-
ing gap, (d) GDR width in the case of 120Sn, as a function
of temperature. The calculations done without pairing utilize
a CE approach (CE), whereas the calculations with simple
BCS pairing (BCS) and with pairing fluctuations (PF) uti-
lize a GCE approach (GCE). The results obtained using the
liquid drop model (LDM) are also presented. Experimental
values for 120Sn are taken from Refs. [11, 38] are shown by
solid squares. For comparison, data for 119Sb, taken from
Ref. [19], are also shown with open circles.
We start with the study of temperature dependence
of GDR width in the case of 120Sn where the measured
values [11, 38] have been used as a benchmark for several
theories. The results from our calculations are presented
in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1(a) we see that with the inclusion of
fluctuations in the pairing field, even for a closed shell,
the average pairing gap is finite and also sustained at
high T . The trend for ∆N (Fig. 1(b)) is in accordance
with earlier works [3] with the average value converging
to the BCS value as T → 0. Once we include the TSF
along with the PF, the average pairing gaps acquire a
 0.0 0.5
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? 180
? ?
 0.0 0.5
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??160
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T = 0.4 MeV 
FIG. 2: (Color online) The free energy surfaces for 120Sn at
T = 0.4 MeV plotted without pairing and with pairing where
the calculations are with CE and GCE, respectively. The
contour line spacing is 0.5 MeV, the most probable shape is
marked by a solid (red) circle and the first two minima are
shaded.
larger value as seen in Fig. 1(c).
The GDR widths obtained within various approaches
are presented in Fig. 1(d). We observe that the shell ef-
fects have a very little role on Γ because the results with
LDM and those without pairing are almost the same.
Shell effects can contribute to change in Γ only by mod-
ifying the free energy surfaces. The modification in free
energy surface can be of two types viz.,
a. Change in the minimum with Γ proportional to the
quadrupole deformation (β) corresponding to the
minimum.
b. Change in surface around the minimum: a deeper
or crisper minimum will lead to sampling over a
smaller region of deformations (lesser TSF) and a
shallow or well-spread minimum will lead to contri-
butions from larger deformations (stronger TSF).
With Γ ∝ β, lesser TSF leads to a quenched Γ.
The free energy surfaces for 120Sn at T = 0.4 MeV
are presented in Fig. 2 where we can see that the one
without pairing resembles that of a LDM and hence the
shell effects are subtle. With pairing, the surface around
minimum energy becomes much crisper and leads to a
quenched Γ. We can notice from Fig. 1(c) that, while
treating pairing within the BCS approach there is no
proton pairing and the averaged neutron pairing gap van-
ishes at T = 0.8 MeV. With the inclusion of PF, the
proton pairing develops, the neutron pairing strengthens
and it is sustained even at T = 2 MeV. Subsequently
the quenching of Γ is also sustained at higher T and the
results agree with the experimental observations.
Very recently, experimental data at low T for the nuclei
201Tl [20] and 97Tc [25] are reported and our results for
97Tc nucleus is presented here. In 97Tc, with BCS calcu-
lations, the proton pairing gap and neutron pairing gap
vanish at T = 0.5 MeV and T ∼ 0.65 MeV respectively
as shown in Fig. 3(a). While considering the PF along
with TSF, the average pairing gaps continue to be strong
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Similar to Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) but
for the nucleus 97Tc. Experimental values are taken from
Ref. [25] are shown with solid squares.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Similar to Fig. 1(d) but for the nucleus
208Pb. Experimental values are taken from Ref. [23] are shown
with solid squares.
even T = 2 MeV. At low T , the discrepancy between
“LDM” and “Without pairing” cases are due to the fact
that the shell effects drive the shape of this nucleus to a
deformed one (and hence a larger Γ). The inclusion of
pairing leads to a deeper minimum and hence quenched
back Γ as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 3(b).
However, this quenching in Γ owing to BCS pairing
is not sufficient to explain the experimental data. The
latter can be explained only after the PF along with TSF
are included as shown by the solid line in Fig. 3(b). Here
we have demonstrated that with the inclusion of not just
pairing but its fluctuations also is crucial to explain the
observed quenching.
At low T , in 120Sn we have seen that the shell effects
have no role on Γ and they increase Γ in the case of 97Tc
at very low T . In 208Pb, it is known [15] that the shell ef-
fects quench the GDR width as a consequence of a deeper
minimum in the free energy surface. Our results in this
case are shown in Fig. 4, where we see that the quench-
ing in Γ occurs once we include the shell effects. Even
for such a doubly magic nucleus, we can see a significant
pairing gap with the inclusion of PF. However, the PF
has no contribution to Γ, which is dominated by the shell
effects only. More experimental data at lower T could be
useful to validate this argument.
However, our results for 97Tc, 120Sn and 208Pb clearly
demonstrate that the TSFM can be quite successful, if
the shell effects (with explicit temperature dependence)
and the pairing effects are properly incorporated in the
free energy. To strengthen our arguments, it would be
nice to have more experimental data for a single nucleus
but at several temperatures along with a precise data at
T = 0.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have constructed a theoretical framework to study
the GDR with proper treatment of pairing and its fluc-
tuations along with the thermal shape fluctuations. Our
study reveals that the observed quenching of GDR width
at low temperature in the open-shell nuclei 97Tc and
120Sn can be understood in terms of simple shape effects
caused by the pairing correlations. For a precise match
with the experimental data, the consideration of pairing
fluctuations is crucial.
Our results for 97Tc, 120Sn and 208Pb clearly demon-
strate that the TSFM can be quite successful if the shell
effects (with explicit temperature dependence) and the
pairing ones are properly incorporated in the free energy.
It has to be noted that often the empirical formula in
Ref. [23] (constructed to mimic the results of TSFM at
higher temperatures) is quoted as the phenomenological
TSFM. The subsequent failure of this empirical formula
as well as its modifications in describing GDR width at
low temperature should not be confused with that of the
TSFM (also called the adiabatic TSFM) because of the
absence of thermal pairing in the latter.
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